


Hello dear readers, 

After a brief hiatus, we are so 
thrilled to be back with another 
issue of the Paueru Gaizette.

This fourth edition is coming off 
many changes, massive thanks 
to our enthusiastic community 
of writers, artists, and helpful 
cool people that volunteered 
to make this issue happen! 
Special thanks to Angela and 
the previous editors  who laid 
the foundation of the zine. 

Everyone involved maintains the 
same vision for this publication: 
a low-stakes space for Japanese 
Canadians, Powell St Festival, & 
Downtown Eastside community 
members to express themselves 
without having to justify, give 
context, or undergo heavy 
editorial intervention. 

We’re thrilled to be featuring so 
many talented Japanese Canadian 
artists and community members. 

For the theme of this edition 
we asked our community what 
‘sounds like home’?

What embodied sensations make 
us feel belonging? 

What sounds, songs, or vibrations 
remind us of home? 

What even is home, and can 
we hear it?

As individuals we tend to take the 
concept of home for granted. 

The phrase ‘sounds like home’ 
is going to depend on the 
circumstances that one lives 
in, and how thoughts/feelings 
are processed in one's body. 
For example, some people 
don’t have homes, or had their 
houses taken away, and so their 
concept of home may be vastly 
different. Similarly, some people 
may hear the sound of home in 
a conversation with a new friend, 
the memories of family, struggle 
with language and identity, 
or just the quiet moments 
of intimacy with themselves. 

For myself, having grown 
up around a big extended family, 
I think about people gathering 
in the kitchen at my grandparents 
house. Working together to cook 
dinner, tell stories, set tables, 
gossip, argue, celebrate, laugh, 
cry, etc. Not all at the same time 
usually, but with the common 
goal of being together and making 
a nice gathering for everyone 
to enjoy. 
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Though oftentimes it 
goes unsaid, this is an 
expression of love. 

Similarly, when we work 
together on a shared 
endeavour, like this zine, 
we’re expressing our love, 
even if we don’t say it. 
I hope that amidst the 
submissions you are able 
to 昀椀nd your own sense of 
connection to home and 
unconditional love, even 
if it's too quiet to hear 
sometimes. 

Please look forward  
to our next edition 
that will start taking 
submissions at the 
Setsubun event in 
February 2024. You 
can stay connected 
by following Powell St 
Festival on social media, 
and subscribing to the 
newsletter.

Kyle 八ヶ代 
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Sakura ┈ PJ Murashige Patten              @mr.pjpatten
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Seasonal Sounds of Home  ┈ Andy and Zoe ft. Miki K
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Plates shattered, frozen I stood. Echoes of 
arguments rumble in my head, while violent 
memories intrude. I plea to her to seek help, 
but she says we can heal each other. 

As I 昀氀ee again, I leave her abandoned

They confess reluctantly, speaking as though misery 
is a pill prescribed to them. I urged them to move, 
but their unwavering concern for her persists.

We 昀氀ed and we 昀氀ed again

Until we 昀椀nd a place free from holes punched & 
TVs smashed. A place to rest, nightmares dissipating. 
Where I can start to heal from the past.

in the big blue house  ┈ anonymous
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sounds in silence  ┈ Hanako Teranishi

i. 
I wonder about the quiet.

The quiet spaces 
between and within us 
what went and will go unsaid? 
what whispers will weave their way 
between our roots?

and why do they feel so warm.

ii. 
My baachan sits 
at the kitchen table

昀氀ipping through and 
smoothing out 
magazine pages. 
They recite the sounds 
of her skin.

She looks towards 
the whispers from NHK 
and sees me 
standing in the doorway 
she squints 
adjusting her gaze, 
I open my mouth, and 
she smiles.
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Metal Doors ┈ PJ Murashige Patten              @mr.pjpatten
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survivor stories
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i 昀椀rst cursed myself
when i 昀椀rst learned to count
in my 昀椀rst second tongue

ichi: 一       ni: 二       san: 三       shi: 四
          1             2                 3                4

shi: 四: four

しせい: shisei:
               四世: fourth generation
               死生: death life
     i die
              before
     i begin

perhaps this is why i do not fear death
or perhaps why it surrounds me

i hail from people who mourn before glory
lay 昀氀owers at the grave of shi: し
    し: 史: history
    し: and
    し: 市: city
    し: and
    し: 子: child
    し: and
    し: 師: master
    し: and
    し: 氏: clan
    し: and
    し: 詩: poem
    し: and
    し: 其汝: self

four:death  ┈ Megan Kiyoko Wray
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し: and
   i am the しせい:
      death generation:
      死世
し: and
   i am the しせい:
      fourth life:
      四生

      the forth life

shi: し             shi: し             shi:し             shi: し
        and                 and                 and                  and

shisei: しせい
shisei: しせい
shisei: しせい

shi: し

            しせい:
             and life
            し生

            しせい:
             and life
            し生

            しせい:
             and life
            し生

       し:
        and
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Waves ┈ PJ Murashige Patten              @mr.pjpatten
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